KVDE Hookah Australia - Blackburn, VIC 3130

Phone: 0388191877 - Email: enquiry@kvde.com.au

KHALIL MAMOON GUN HOOKAH
Product Code: KMGH
Availability: Out Of Stock
Weight: 4.00kg
Dimensions: 0.00cm x 0.00cm x 0.00cm

Price: $325.00

Description
Khalil Mamoon Hookahs are made in Egypt with a high-quality traditional glass base and solid fittings.one of the finest Hookah pipes in our premium range for the single hose Hookah lovers. Not only this Hookah is good for a pleasurable session, but also a magnificent piece of Art, this Shisha will sure be a stand out in any room.
Comes with
Charcoal Tong
Hookah Bowl
One Hose
Free mouth filters
Free Shisha Flavour
Free Charcoal
Free Cleaning Brushes Set
Free Base Protector
Please note : All authentic KM Hookahs are hand crafted in Cairo, Egypt and produced individually. These products are handmade in a traditional manner and are not produced off of an assembly line or mass assembly. Since the Khalil Mamoon hookahs are handmade, they usually have slight variations from hookah to hookah.
Weld marks, minor scuffs and scratched on the stem or other marks which may occur from bending the metal such as on the top of the hose port is normal. Some hookahs contain visible weld lines or unpolished metal at the welds and Glasses (Vase) are hand painted and may have slight variations from glass
to glass.
The Khalil Mamoon Original Hookah is the standard by which all hookahs are measured to stainless steel throughout the stem with brass rings and the original stamps of KM initials. This stamp is located on the top of the stem (where the tray sits) and also on the tray. (See picture above) The center design is simple Egyptian fare,
and is the hookah of choice at many hookah bars throughout. The stem supports the stainless steel tray, while the hookah makes use of thick tubing and strong welds to provide the best in Egyptian quality.
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